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“UP WORDS” is a magazine dedicated to the inspiring journeys of people from all walks
of  life living in all areas of the world. Each cover story in the magazine focuses on people
who,often against great odds, inspire hope in others through their story or journey.The
cover story is complemented by various sections such as entrepreneurship,
education,art, music, folk world, lifestyle, sports and spirituality- all of which highlight
positivity. 

Our world is filled with so much negativity and violence. And because of that individuals
from all walks of life tend to forget that what gets us through the dark days are stories of
hope.  

“UP WORDS" stories of hope are those that say to the reader, “look what he or she has
done; I too can do that.” “UP WORDS” also intends to differentiate itself from others by
researching and telling the inspirational stories of the ordinary individual.The ordinary
individuals' stories tend to be neglected; yet they comprise the majority ofthe population
across the globe.

“UP WORDS” seeks to spotlight them, for they are the ones who will light the flames of
tomorrow's generation.  “UP WORDS” has something for everyone, young and old,
male,female and  individuals from diverse socio-economic backgrounds. It seeks to
build bridges  of understanding, facilitate dialogue across society's divisions and build
peace for tomorrow's generation.The magazine believes that life's limitations can
inspire us to strive for heights we may not have reached otherwise.
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Dr. Duane “Dee” and Michele Mangum are a couple who both are from humble beginnings, one
from Alexandria, Virginia, an alumnus of T.C. Williams High School, and the critical acclaim movie
“Remembering The Titans,” which depicts the struggle of racial divide and the other from
“Philadelphia “The City of Brotherly Love” where the famous movie "Rocky" was birthed. Two
people from different places connecting to explore and see their dreams, passions, and purposes
unfold. I’m talking about ordinary people called to do extraordinary things by the creator of the
universe, “aka” Jesus Christ.

COVER STORY

“GOING FROM PASSION TO PURPOSE”
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After their marriage, they soon realized that to bring to life their passion and embrace their

purpose, it must be done together as a team, “aka” Team Mangum. Team Mangum embarks on a

journey as humble servants of God to serve their family, church, community, and the world,

through their passion and purpose by creating a healthy and uplifting environment by

empowering the blended family.  Dr. Dee who is affectionately known by many began his impact

on the blended family by writing his first book; Blending To Make It: Ingredients For A Success

Blended Family. In his book, he lays out navigational principles from a practical, therapeutic

and spiritual perspective to assist those entering this family system to deal with the integration

process that is often complicated. 
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As they continue their pursuit to empower, the

blended family, Dr. Dee and Lady Michele were

blessed to write their second book

together;Straight Talk About The Blended

Family: Keeping It 100. In this book, they share

perspectives and principles that challenge each

blended family of the importance of being

honest and transparent to go from just existing

to excelling as a blended family. 

Team Mangum with the calling of God to

embark on a new journey to level up their

passion and purpose to serve by starting a non-

denominational church in 2017, Family Worship

Center: A Place Where Families Can Imaginein

Waldorf, MD, where Dr. Dee is the Founder

&Senior Pastor and Lady Michele is the

Executive Pastor. Their vision for this ministry

is to be one of God’s instruments to encourage,

equip and empower those to fulfill their God-

given purpose. 

Team Mangum continues to allow God to use

their passion and purpose to be a light to the

blended family by becoming hosts of their

internet radio show; Straight Talk About The

Blended Family on the WBGR Health &

Wellness Network that airs every Wednesday,

from 1:30-2:30 pm (EST). 
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In February of 2021, they were blessed to
host their new internet radio show,
“Championing Your Walk”on the Gospel
Time Machine (gospeltimemachine.com),
which airs daily from 5:00-5:30 pm. Dr. Dee
has also written two other books, entitled;
From The Incubator To The Kingdom: The
Story of a Young Man’s Journey to Fulfill His
God-Given Purposeand Life After Divorce:
The Rebuilding Process. Team Mangum also
owns a small business-Blending To Make IT,
LLC.

COVER STORY
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 TO FIND MORE ABOUT TEAM MANGUM AND THEIR MINISTRY 
PLEASE VISIT THEIR WEBSITES : 
WWW.DRDUANEMANGUM.COM 

 WWW.FAMILYWORSHIPCENTERIMAGINE.ORG 
 

http://www.drduanemangum.com/
http://www.familyworshipcenterimagine.org/


 
MEET THE BLACK FEMALE EXECUTIVE CREATING

OPPORTUNITY FOR FOR MINORITY BUSINESS
OWNERS AND ENTERTAINERS
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Nicole Clarke,  professionally known as DJ Xotic  Mami has dominated the hip-hop
entertainment scene for  the past  15  plus years.  In 2015 due to some bad choices
DJ Xotic  Mami found herself  serving a  5  ½ year sentence in Danbury FSL.  This
would give her more than enough time to not only reflect  on her decisions but to
also better  herself  which she did.  While  serving her sentence she earned 66
certif icates/  l icenses including Culinary Arts,  ServSafe,  Money Smart,  Money
Management,  opening a  Small  Business,  Law Clerk (Which she received WikiPedia
credit  for  her work in overturning a  very high-profi le  drug indictment case)
while  also taking various vocational  training courses.

Today she prides herself  on working to correct  the injustices in the justice
system. Through her initiative cal led "I  am Wrongfully Convicted" .  On September
22,  2020 DJ Xotic  Mami Leveled up just  5  months shy of  her release and launched
her Television Network “Xtreme Vibe TV”which is  a  network featuring African
American Content NATIONALLY syndicated on The ROKU Television Network.
51 .8  Mil l ion Viewers and over 51  Bil l ion Streaming hours to date.  In less  than 6
months of  it ’s  existence DJ Xotic  Mami has acquired over 500k channel
downloads and 750k streaming hours.

 

CHASING
DREAMS
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In May DJ Xotic Mami is set to launch her High-End
Clothing brand Niccol Martin which will be
showcased in Boutiques in NY, Atlanta, Chicago,
Philadelphia, London, Los Angeles and Las Vegas. If
you’re not fortunate enough to live in one of these
major cities you can can purchase the line on
www.niccolmartin.com. As If Launching a fashion
line wasn’t enough DJ Xotic Mami took it a step
further by launching a lending club by teaming up
with a financial institution becoming the First
Single Member African American Female Owned
Banking System.This will enable consumers to
become a member of The Niccol Martin Family
with a yearly membership fee that will help build a
$10,000.00 line of credit. Which you can borrow
against after a year.This will give not just African
Americans but everyone a second shot at
rebuilding their credit after coming under the
financial strain of Covid-19. What can this woman
not do? Not yet 40 she is destined to be one of the
most influential women of this era. 

Niccol Martin (Fashion and Accessory Line)
Niccol Martin Financial
The Community Hope Foundation (Non-Profit
Organization)
Niccol Productions INC. (Multimedia Production
Company.)
Xtreme Vibe TV (ROKU Television Network)
Xtreme104FM (Internet Radio Station with a
current listenership of over 3.7 Million)
Pivot Records LLC / Pivot Music Group
(Independent Record Label)
Black Billionaire Network (The Black Business
Marketplace)
Xtreme Future (TV/Film Production Mentoring
Program)
The Femcee Cypher League (All Female MC Cypher)
The Business of Labels Music Conference and Panel
Baws Business Consultants (Celebrity
Entertainment, Media and Marketing Firm)
My Five Now (Technology Company)
I Am Wrongfully Convicted (Prison Reform)
Hip Hop Times (Digital and Print Urban Magazine)
All Star Music Awards (The First Nationally
Televised Underground Artist Awards Show)
Xtreme Kurlz (Beauty Salon)
Xtreme Kutz (Barber Shop)
Empowering Your Networth (Empowerment
Conference)

The Brands DJ Xotic Mami has under her belt are:
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CHASING
DREAMS
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http://www.niccolmartin.com/


From Prison to Prosperity

CHASING
DREAMS
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My name is  Twyla Carr  I ’m a Master Natural  Hair  Stylist  from Racine wi  but I
reside in Mobile  Al

 My grandmother who raised me did everything in her power to keep me
grounded and doing the right thing but because I  felt  the need to be accepted
but appears my age I  joined a  gang at  age 13  this  is  where my l i fe  changed,
From having a  boyfriend to getting pregnant to get  it  in lots  of  trouble which
eventually led me in state prison for  730 days at  age 19 and I  had a  two-year-
old daughter.

 In prison is  where I  got  my GED and apply for  hair  school  got  out after  my two
year sentence and started beauty college in Houston Texas one week later .
After  school  I  moved to a  few different states unti l  I  feel  comfortable in Mobile
Alabama working in someone else’s  salon for  six  years,  learned many different
skil ls  gave me the confidence to start  my own.  
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My first salon was just a two room office space
where I had a station a portable sink in a mirror
over a three-year period I went from having two
rooms to having the entire building. This is when
I decided to do apprenticeships to help other
women to get their hair license who weren’t able
to go to school.

 My program was very successful I was able to
graduate my student who now has her state
license and is currently the manager of my brand
new building located at 1170 W. I 65 Service Rd.
S., Mobile, AL directly off the highway my
beautiful salon has five stations a lash room for 2
lash techs a private shampoo room in an area
where I can do my noninvasive laser Lipo, which
I call love handles day spa. 

This is just my testimony on how anyone can
change their situation or turn their life around
and even in the position to help others. I
appreciate my experience in life and I am
grateful I was able to take my opportunity to
change my path. Always remember anything is
possible if you stay focused and committed!!

CHASING
DREAMS
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What does it  mean to have faith? Faith is  described as  a  belief  in God or a  higher
power or  a  set  of  spiritual  doctrines.  Faith is  also described as  the confidence or
unquestioning belief  in the truth,  value,  or  trustworthiness of  a  person,  idea,  or  thing
(TheFreeDictionary;  2021,  Farlex,  Inc. ) .  It ’s  easy to have faith when times are good
and everything is  going according to your plans.  However,  it ’s  much more diff icult  to
have faith amongst  chaos,  turmoil ,  and struggles.  Yet ,  there is  evidence of  people
from all  backgrounds that  conquer their  adversities .  How do they do it?  How do they
find the purpose within their  pain? How do they move from surviving to thriving?
The common denominator appears to be FAITH! And not just  any faith…but
phenomenal  faith!  
What started as  a  daily devotional  room on the new Clubhouse audio app has become
an international  movement to share the power of  faith!  Whether you are a  believer of
God or not,  First  Class  Life® Devotional :  35  Testimonies of  Phenomenal  Faith
Through Turbulent Times is  sure to help you overcome your obstacles .  Spearheaded
by award-winning mindset  expert  and international  speaker,  Lindsey Vertner,  this
devotional  shares the moving and powerful  stories  of  35  individuals  from all  around
the world.  Although each story is  unique,  they al l  have one thing in common…their
abil ity to not give up and turn their  trials  into triumphs through the power of  faith.  

SPOTLIGHT
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OVERCOMING ADVERSITY THROUGH FAITH
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Take Charntina Spring,  for  example.  Her home burned in a  f ire  while  she was
recovering from the back-to-back losses of  multiple  relatives.  Charntrina went from
feeling abandoned by God to becoming an ordained minister .  Or how about Doose
Jimoh? What would you do if  an infection caused you to completely lose your
hearing? Doose shares her emotional  journey of  dealing with just  that  and how she
turned her hearing loss  into an abil ity instead of  a  disabil ity.  And then there’s  Annie
Perkins – a  former military spouse who struggled with the suicides of  mil itary
veterans.  Ultimately,  Annie used her faith to help her f ind her cal l ing.

From a pageant queen who had an emotional  breakdown to a  f inancial  expert  who was
bull ied at  work.  From a mother’s  unwavering desire to have a  child to a  man’s
inabil ity to commit in a  relationship.  From a sexual  abuse survivor to a  domestic
abuse survivor and so much more.  Although each story is  different,  every story
provides a  vulnerable opportunity to share a  l i fe  lesson on what it  means to have
phenomenal  faith during turbulent t imes.  What’s  important to point  out is  that  these
authors are just  l ike you!  They are everyday people off  al l  ages,  ethnicities,  and
backgrounds.  If  they have the power to overcome their  obstacles,  so do you!  Allow
First  Class  Life® Devotional :  35  Testimonies of  Phenomenal  Faith Through Turbulent
Times to take you on multiple  inspirational  journeys while  providing you with steps
to come out victorious in your own battles  of  l i fe!
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SPOTLIGHT

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THESE REMARKABLE AUTHORS AND PURCHASE YOUR COPY AT
WWW.FIRSTCLASSLIFEBOOK.COM. 

 
FIND OUT MORE ABOUT VISIONARY AUTHOR, LINDSEY VERTNER AT WWW.LIVEAFIRSTCLASSLIFE.COM

http://www.firstclasslifebook.com/
http://www.liveafirstclasslife.com/
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Excellence is  a  corporate signature,  inscribed deep in the products we make,
emblazoned across the projects  we build and the services we offer .  It ’s  not  just
in our offerings,  excellence is  also written large in the manner in which we deal
with our customers,  in the way we honour al l  our commitments and in our
visible  wil l ingness to go the extra mile .  
Where did it  al l  begin? It ’s  not  easy to put your f inger at  the source of  something
as indefinable as  a  company’s  culture,  but i f  you thumb back across our pages of
history,  you can sense patterns of  behaviour,  observe choices made at  crucial
juncture and f ind official  remarks that  staked our position on crit ical  matters .
Put them all  together,  and the aggregate gives you something close to our
collective character – our culture.  
Let ’s  go right back to the days when our company was engaged largely in trading
of  dairy and chemical  plant equipment.  We obviously weren’t  alone.  The
competition also sold products from foreign principals ,  but  once deals  were
done,  they generally left  their  customers to fend for  themselves,  and got  busy in
the more lucrative pursuit  of  new business.  Holck-Larsen and Toubro did
something different.  After  the sale  was concluded,  the partners would return
periodical ly  to check if  the product was delivering as  per expectations and if
there was anything more to be done.  A minor thing by itself ,  but  it  did not go
unnoticed,  and soon the eponymous partnership began making a  name for  itself
in Indian industry.  Our slogan then was ‘ In Service l ies  Success’ ,  and few
companies l ived their  tagline so emphatical ly .  

Driven by People

People are the engines of  culture -  the throbbing heartbeat  that  animates
systems and everything else that  is  seen to belong to an organisation.  Perhaps
that  is  part  of  what Holck-Larsen meant when he spoke one of  his  most
memorable l ines:  ‘Machinery must be there,  buildings must be there but without
the people – it ’s  al l  nothing.  People are our only real  asset . ’  It  wasn’t  just  their
capabil ity but their  commitment for  quality had to transit  from manual  to
mindset,  from handbook to heart .  That  is  by no means an easy transition,  but it
an essential  one.  Very early we realized that  it  is  was not enough to induct
people with a  quality mind-set ,  i t  was more important to keep al ive that
commitment through training at  al l  levels .  

USHERING EIGHT DECADES
OF ENGINEERING

EXCELLENCE
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SPOTLIGHT

                                                                                                    YUVRAJ MEHTA
HEAD – CORPORATE BRAND MANAGEMENT & COMMUNICATIONS. LARSEN & TOUBRO



An Open Mind

A culture is  not  entirely home-made.  Quite early,  we realized the importance of
keeping windows open so that  we could absorb whatever was good in other
corporate cultures.  To different degrees,  we were influenced by the number of
companies we interacted with.  Arguably,  the biggest  learning in our formative
years came from a venerable manufacturer of  tractors.  In 1945 L&T secured the
dealership for  the globally renowned Caterpil lar  tractors.  It  extended the
company’s  reach,  enhanced its  processes and practices,  and reinforced its
customer orientation.   Much of  our approach and attitude to business f lowed from
our insistence on taking a  long-term perspective.  The quick buck,  f ly-by-night
syndrome never seem to have entered our calculations.  Our customers too realized
that they were in for  the long haul .  A saying within the Company went:  ‘No deal
must be concluded except between a happy buyer and a  happy sel ler ,  and the
buyer’s  happiness must be a  continuous one,  with faith in good after  sales  service. ’  
 
No Go to ‘Chalta hai ’

In the early years of  India’s  industrial isation,  quality for  many companies was
whatever the market would accept.  But that  is  not  how L&T saw it .  Hansen was a
man obsessed,  and his  obsession centred on quality.  Quality in everything that
people did – from the f lower bed planted outside his  off ice to the products that  he
and his  team would made make.  When technicians came to him with early
prototypes of  the starter  they had put together,  Hansen would shake his  head.  ‘Not
good enough’ ,  he said.  “Throw it  away and make another.”  Looking ruefully at  their
efforts ,  the technicians would protest  –  this  is  the best  that  can be done in India,
they said,  given our conditions.  Hansen simply pointed to the Danish model ,  and
thundered:  “ if  it  can be done in Denmark,  it  can be done in India. ’  The technicians
would sweat,  curse and attempt another,  and another…  unti l  they f inally  matched
the gold standard of  the uncompromising Dane.  Gunnar Hansen probably did not
realize the implications of  what he was doing but he was injecting a  vital  element
in L&T’s  quality culture.  Among those whom Gunnar Hansen had interviewed and
recruited into L&T was our current Group Chairman A.M.  Naik,  and he has for  long
been an evangelist  of  excellence.  In the decades since he took over at  the helm of
the Company,  Mr Naik has infused the entire organization with the realization that
quality is  an essential  prerequisite  to gain global  acceptance.  The growing segment
of  international  business in our revenues tel ls  its  own story.  The Wil l  and the Skil l
Quality also implies  an investment in skil ls .  ‘Skil l  India’  is  a  term that  has lately
gained currency.  Seven decades before it  was coined,  L&T had turned its  focus on
training.  In 1951,  L&T set  up its  f irst  training school  for  technicians and skil led
workmen.  Youths who enrolled for  the four-year course modelled on a  Danish
training scheme for workmen,  received special ised training as  well  as  a  stipend.
The community benefitted too,  for  a  skil l  acquired is  a  l i fe  transformed.  
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SPOTLIGHT



 

What inspired you to launch Worldwide Flava Network aka WWFN Online Radio
and what was the biggest  challenge that  you had to overcome to get  it  off  the
ground?

As young girl  I  desired to be a  Sunday radio host  on Morgan State University
Gospel  Grace 88.9 .  I  was shy and insecure to talk in front of  people,  so I  did not
move forward with that  career.  The desire never left  me I  just  did not know how I
was going to get  into radio without being a  communications major.  In 2017 an
opportunity came that  al low me to become a third co-host  on an online radio show.
Within four months of  being a  co-host  I  was recommended to have my own Sunday
Gospel  Show.  March 4,  2018,  I  launched Baltimore Flava Gospel  Show on that  online
radio station.  The former two co-host  of  the other radio show I  was a  part  of  asked
let ’s  start  our own online radio station.  The launch of  Worldwide Flava Network
was six months later .  In August  2018,  Angela is  the former co-founder of
Worldwide Flava Network,  aka WWFN, an online internet radio station.  The next
year in June 2019,  she became the sole  proprietor of  Worldwide Flava Network
changing the name to WWFN Online Radio.  June 1  WWFN Online Radio wil l
celebrate 2  years in the current location.  She also hosts  two shows:  the Baltimore
Flava Gospel  Show & News on Sunday at  10am and Hot Topics Live on Thursday at
6pm. 
The biggest  challenge that  I  face to overcome to get  it  off  the ground was for  the
partners being on the same page in making decisions for  the business.  
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SPOTLIGHT

ANGELA M MARSHALL
WORLDWIDE FLAVA NETWORK 

 WWFN ONLINE RADIO 
CEO & RADIO HOST 

AN ENTREPRENEURAL JOURNEY THAT HAS DRIVEN MY FAITH TO A NEW LEVEL
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SPOTLIGHT

Can you tell us about your radio shows? 

WWFN Online Radio Facebook provides the
latest local, national and international news
daily. Baltimore Flava Gospel Show brings you
the best in gospel music new and old to take you
to church. The show showcases local and
worldwide gifts and talents. We also share what
is going on in and around Baltimore. The show
also will bring on Authors and Entrepreneurs to
showcase their business(s). This show will inspire
and be an inspiration to the world by sharing an
encouraging word from the Inspirational Corner.
Hot Topics Live show brings the hottest topics in
local and national news. The show showcases
local and worldwide talents. The show also will
bring on Authors and Entrepreneurs to showcase
their business(s).
WWFN Online Radio and Worldwide Flava
Network Facebook pages provides the latest
local, national and international news daily. 

What has been the most rewarding moment of
your journey as a founder?

The most rewarding of this journey in media is
doing business with good ethics and integrity.
Not being a part of fake news. 

 As an entrepreneur, what is it that motivates
and drives you?

Entrepreneurship is in my blood my Great-
Grandfather, Grandfather, and many more family
members. Worldwide Flava Network was not my
first business. My first business was a Beauty
Salon for over 20 years. I also have a consulting
and an event planning business. What motivates
and drives me is being a servant in helping
others in business. I have made many mistakes
and bad decisions in business and if there is a
way that I can help a fellow entrepreneur not
make I will. 

  
Who has been the most influential person in your
life and why?

Jesus Christ is the most influential person in my
life because through His Atonement, teachings,
hope, peace, and his example, helps us change
our lives, when we face trials, and move forward
with faith as we journey in life and business.
 
 What advice would you give to other women to
help them feel more empowered?

 Angela is a staunch supporter of women in
business and minority business owners, often
buying from a small business on a monthly or if
not weekly basis. Her daily prayer is for every
woman in business to be successful and that
begins with businesses having strong ethics and
integrity. In order for women in business to
thrive, she believes the cornerstone of success
starts with faith, a consistent prayer life, and a
commitment to excellent customer service while
delivering quality over quantity. She openly
extends business advisement to help others
avoid some of the same mistakes and bad
decisions she has made along the way. Angela
hopes to pen a novel about her life and business
so she can share her story of trials and triumphs
in the hope of being a blessing and inspiration to
others.

WEBSITE: WWW.WORLDWIDEFLAVANETWORK.COM
SOCIAL MEDIA

HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/4ANGELAMARSHALL/
HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/CHANNEL/UCCBOV2TY4

PX27DF6_U2YONQ
HTTPS://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/WWFNONLINERADIO/
HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/WWFNONLINERADIO 

HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/WORLDWIDEFLAVANE
TWORK/

HTTPS://TWITTER.COM/WORLDWIDEFLAVA1
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In India, there has been an increasing trend
in smoking among teenagers, be men or
women. While tobacco consumption is
stable or declining in developed countries,
it is increasing in the developing world
with a rate of approximately 3.4 % per
annum due to steady population growth
coupled with tobacco industry targeting
and ensuring that millions of people
become fatally addicted each year.
 
India has seen an alarming increase in
women smokers over the last few years.
Prevalence of smoking is very high (43%)
among youth population. Late adolescent
phase is the phase when most youngsters
start smoking. Enjoyment and curiosity,
stress and peer pressure are the most
important factors for anyone to light up. 

It is well known that smoking is a risk
factor for heart disease and lung cancer;
however, smoking can also lead to different
eye diseases. Smoking or tobacco causes
damage by causing oxidative damage and
narrowing of blood vessels. Tobacco in any
form – cigarettes, biri, and tobacco chewing
– is potentially harmful. Avoiding smoking,
or taking steps to quit, lowers the risk of
vision impairment and vision loss.

Smokers are at higher risk for:
 
·        Age-Related Macular Degeneration
(AMD): Smokers are 3 to 4 times more
likely to develop AMD (retinal thinning and
weakness) than non-smokers.
·        Grave’s Disease (Thyroid
ophthalmopathy): is an autoimmune
disease of thyroid gland and smoking is a
major significant risk factor. Smoking
cessation is one of the first steps of
treatment.
·        Diabetic Retinopathy: Complications
of diabetes made worse by smoking which
include diabetic retinopathy and
maculopathy.
·        Dry Eye Syndrome: is twice more
common among smokers than non-
smokers. Smokers who wear contact
lenses have four times the increased risk
of infection.
·        Pregnancy and Smoking: Smoking
during pregnancy is associated with
premature births and thus more risk of
retinopathy of prematurity (incomplete
development of the retina).
·        Cataract: Heavy smokers are more
likely to develop early cataracts than non-
smokers
·        Glaucoma: Older smokers have a
higher risk of developing increased eye
pressure and glaucoma
·        Optic nerve problems: Smoking
decreases the blood supply to the optic
nerve which connects the eye to the brain.
Damage can lead to visual field loss and
even blindness.
·        Uveitis: Uveitis (inflammation of the
inner layer of the eye) is more common in
smokers than non-smokers.
·        Transient Ischemic Attack (TIA):
Temporary vision loss (lasting few
seconds to minutes) is often caused by
transient ischemic attack. It is more
commonly known as a TIA, or a “mini-
stroke”.

SMOKING AMONG WOMEN AND ITS EFFECT ON EYES
 ¬ DR. SOHAM BASAK, MS, DNB CONSULTANT, DEPT. OF CORNEA SERVICES DISHA EYE HOSPITALS
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Prabha Khaitan Foundation today presented the first Guwahati edition of The Write Circle
initiative, bringing together authors, conversationalists and people to focus on rejoicing
literature. The Write Circle initiative hosted a virtual session in Guwahati for the first time
ever, featuring Ruskin Bond, the renowned Indian author of British descent. The indulgent
session had the literati and media fraternity of Guwahati engage in an hour-long candid
conversation with Roopa Pai, on 29th May at 6:30 PM. 

Bangalore based Roopa Pai, a journalist and children’s author, has over 20 published books
which include India’s first fantasy-adventure series for children Taranauts and the national
best seller The Gita for Children which also won the 2016 Crossword Award for children’s
writing.

Prabha Khaitan Foundation is dedicated to all round development of social, cultural, welfare
and humanitarian aspects of Indian society. It is a non-profit trust founded by Late Dr.
Prabha Khaitan - an eminent litterateur, philanthropist, social worker, and industrialist.
Based in Kolkata, the organization promotes art, culture and literature of India, and, is
engaged in welfare activities with its associates for children, women and the elderly. 
The organization collaborates with caregivers, committed individuals and like-minded
institutions to implement various cultural, educational, literary and social welfare projects
in the country. The objective of the foundation is to create an enabling structure and
promote networking so that communities engage with each other to build up positive self-
esteem, inspire creativity and promote culture & knowledge.
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